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There are five subspecies
(varieties) of cutthroat
trout found in waters of
Wyoming. Three, the
Yellowstone, Snake River
and the West Slope sub-
species are all found with-
in Yellowstone National
Park. The other two, the
Bonneville, sometimes
called the Bear River cut-
throat, and the Colorado
River cutthroat, are found
in small drainages in far
west Wyoming, each con-
fined to its own river sys-
tem. The Yellowstone and
Snake subspecies are found
throughout the drainage
basins of the respective
streams for which they are
named. The West Slope
subspecies is found only in
a couple of small creeks
in the northwest corner
of the park, in areas
known for their grizzly
bear populations.

The state of Wyoming
issues a Cutt Slam
Certificate to anyone who catches
four of the subspecies. The required
four are the Bonneville, the Colorado
River, the Snake and the

Yellowstone. The West Slope is
excluded because it occurs in such a
small area and is not very abundant.
To qualify, you must either have a

fisheries biologist for the
state confirm the identifi-
cation, or submit clear
color photos of each fish
to enable identification.
You must provide accu-
rate information on the
location where each fish
was caught, and, of
course, all must be caught
within the state.

My fishing buddy in
Laramie and I discussed
the possibility of going
for the slam a couple of
years ago but due to cir-
cumstances we were
unable to undertake the
mission until this year.

We left Laramie mid-
late morning on July 24
for the far western part of
the state, armed with
detailed information on
exactly where to go, pro-
vided to my buddy Ben
by a friend of his within
the Wyoming Game and
Fish Commission. We
were advised to go for the

least common, and therefore possibly
the most difficult subspecies to come
by, first. This was the Bonneville.

Continued on Page 3

IN QUEST OF THE WYOMING

CUTT SLAM
CERTIFICATE

By Frank G. Schlicht

Clockwise from Top left: Snake River Ctthroat, Colorado River Cutthroat,
Yellowstone Cutthroat, Bear River Cutthroat (least common species)
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PRESIDENT’S CORNER

Thursday night informal fly tying is
now underway.  Join other tyers every
Thursday evening at 7:00 at the
Bethany Christian Church on
Westheimer between River Oaks Blvd.
and Kirby.  For more information, call
Frank Schlicht, 281-437-6915

September 24, 2002
The monthly meeting featuring
Bev Edwards with a presentation on
Bass Fishing on the Cheap. Orvis's
Marcos Enriquez will do a tying demon-
stration of the Seaducer pattern before
the meeting, beginning at 7:00 p.m.

September 28, 2002
REDFISH RODEO! To be held in Port
O’Conner. Contact David Murrell for
more details. (Phone #s on page 11.)

October 19, 2002
CCA-Texas's Port O'Connor Chapter
third annual barbecue and fundraiser.
Call Corey Rich, 713-621-6071 for
tickets or more information.

October 29, 2002
The monthly meeting featuring Captain
Chris Phillips from Houston’s Wesbank
Anglers. Chris will be giving a presenta-
tion on flyfishing Galveston Bay Complex.

November 9-10, 2000
Multi-club outing at Fairfield Lake,
about 90 miles south of Dallas. More
info in next month's Windknots, or call
Troy Miller at 979-865-5117

January, 2003
Beginners fly tying classes start. Watch
future issues of Windknots for details.

U p c o m i n g  E v e n t sU p c o m i n g  E v e n t s

BY JERRY “BUGGYWHIP” LORING

President, Texas Flyfishers

The July and August meetings of the
Executive Committee have a very full
docket. The by-laws of the Texas
Flyfishers have specific requirements
regarding structure and organization
that must be met within this time
frame. A new president has to hit the
ground running. 

At the first meeting of the new fiscal
year in July, the president submits to
the Executive Committee for their
approval a list of candidates to head the
various club committees. At the August
meeting, the Executive Committee sets
the expense budget for each officer and
committee. These budgets are to be
spent as needed during the year to fund
the activities of each office or commit-
tee. All purchases and expenditures are
required to have a proper receipt to be
submitted to the treasurer for entry into
our general ledger. This year's budget
for officers and committee chairs totaled
$24,800. The budget has never been
spent to its full allotment. 

This may sound like a rigid system,
but it is not. The members of the
Executive Committee work closely
together, and everybody has a good idea

of what everybody else is doing. We sup-
port each other quite a bit, with both
advice and direct involvement. Plus, we
have confidence in one another to spend
wisely and work smartly. 

Additional club business is discussed,
approved, or rejected at these Committee
meetings. Here is a sample of the officers'
and committee reports from the July and
August meetings: Treasurer - $18,700 in
the bank, anticipates $5,400 more rev-
enue from memberships. Secretary - proj-
ects 260+ paid members this year. VP
Programs - monthly programs are booked
through October. Freshwater Outings -
Sunfish Spectacular a great hit, thirty-
eight attended; voted to get more prizes
next year. Education – the Fly Fishing
Academy is going great with about twen-
ty-five participants. Raffle Czar – will
cease having the $500 drawing until next
year. Special Events – Hunting & Fishing
show is in February and the Shallow
Water Expo is in March. Windknots –
continue to encourage members to write
articles for publication. 

Two other important items were dis-
cussed. First, the Committee agreed that a
live demonstration should precede each

meeting. The demo topic should vary
from fly tying to knots to casting to any-
thing else that's interesting and relevant.
If you want to volunteer, contact Frank
Schlicht of the education committee. 

Second, TFF is determined to bring
back the “Fit to be Tyed” column about
famous or favorite fly patterns in the
Windknots. We need some help here in
the form of a digital photographer to
make the presentation top notch. If you
qualify and want to help, contact Greg
Rhodes, the Windknots graphic designer
and publisher. We are not going to let
this go. 

So goes the first sixty days of the new
fiscal year. Business and fishing is good,
as usual.

Jerry

1141-05 Uptown
Parkway Blvd

Houston, Texas 77056
713-993-9981
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We arrived at the destination for
the Bonneville late that afternoon,
unhooked Ben’s camper trailer, and
proceeded to the designated stream.
Within fifteen minutes of fishing I
had my fish, a nine-inch Bonneville
cutthroat. This subspecies is small
and was considered extinct until a
few years ago. Ben shortly had his
fish, also small, but nonetheless, one
of the four required. All were caught
on dry flies.

On the 25th we left for our second
destination, that of the Colorado River
form. We arrived at this location
about mid-day, after driving through
some of the most spectacular country I
have ever had the privilege of seeing.
It started to rain lightly shortly after
we arrived. We proceeded to string
our rods and go for it. In short order I
hooked and lost one on a nymph. Ben,
who normally out-fishes me, kept
coming up empty handed. Shortly
after lunch the sun came out and
things picked up pace drastically. We
both caught and photographed our
fish -- again caught on dries -- and
decided to head for our destination for
the third form, the Snake, as it was
still early and the sun does not set in
that part of the world until nearly
10:00 p.m. So off we went, camper in
tow.

This leg of our trip took us to the
Tri-Basin point, and the headwater of
the Greys River. At the Tri-Basin
point, water drains to three different
river systems; the Great Basin,
Colorado and Columbia Rivers. The
Great Basin drainage flows into the
Great Salt Lake. The headwater of the
Greys is about three inches wide in a
small grassy meadow area. There is a
large sign that says: The Greys River –

Watch Me Grow. We did, as the one
lane gravel road hugs it tightly. (It is
sixty-two miles downstream to civi-
lization – what scenery!) In late after-
noon we discovered that we had
ruined a tire on the trailer. Fortunately
we were at a beautiful camping spot,
so we pulled in and changed the tire.
Given the proximity of the river con-
taining our third form, the Snake
River subspecies, we decided to set up
camp there. After dinner, Ben decided
to try his hand at the fish. He got his
second form in one day! I opted to
wait until the following day to go for
mine. I got a fourteen-inch fish the
next morning, plus a smaller one.
That afternoon we just relaxed and
fished. We both caught several more
and Ben caught and kept a nice white-
fish for our dinner. The river at this
point, approximately twenty miles
from its origin, averaged twenty yards
in width.

This brings us to Saturday, when we
left for Jackson, Wyoming, to get a
new tire and additional provisions
before heading into Yellowstone for
our fourth and final form. On our way
out of the Greys River area we saw
two bull moose crossing the river. We
had earlier seen a cow, a spike elk and
numerous mule deer. One doe became
a campsite "pet."

It started raining on us as we
entered Yellowstone Park and rained
all the way to the Lamar Valley. We
had wanted to fish the Lamar River
and Soda Butte Creek but both looked
like cocoa from all the rain. We had to
go outside the park to find a camping
place that evening. We came back in
the next morning and camped at
Pebble Creek, which was running
clear. After getting the trailer
unhooked and set up, we proceeded to
go down the creek to its confluence
with Soda Butte Creek. While stand-
ing there observing the mix of the

clear water with the cocoa colored
water, I noticed a nice trout come
from under the colored water to take
something in the clear water. This was
soon repeated, but it did not come to
the surface. The third time it took
something off the surface. I told Ben
that I was going to catch it. He
scoffed and said that we needed to rest
it. I drifted a large dry fly down to it
and I was soon into a fifteen-inch
Yellowstone Cutthroat, the fourth and
final subspecies in my quest. Ben got
his that afternoon.

We decided to go to Slough Creek
the following day. Reports were that it
was clear. On arriving at the trailhead
we learned that the second meadow
had been closed because of grizzly
activity. There was a fresh elk carcass
in the creek. We set out for the first
meadow. Shortly after arriving and
beginning to fish, we were approached
by a young woman Ranger who
informed us that we were very near an
elk carcass in the creek in the lower
meadow that had a large sow grizzly
with two big cubs and another grizzly
feeding on it the day before. She was
considering closing this meadow also
because of the bears. She was going to

Continued on Page 10

CUTT SLAM
Continued from Page 1
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Why do I talk so much about red-
fish? OK, I am a bit of a redfish
snob. For my money, they are much
stronger, pound for pound, than
speckled trout, and my average red-
fish is considerably bigger than my
average trout. Not that I will turn
my nose up at a school of feeding
trout, especially in the fall, but these
days the average trout is only about
fourteen or fifteen inches and that
just doesn't get my blood pumping
faster. In Galveston Bay, most of the
lure chunkers and bait soakers are
still more concerned with how many
dead fish they can put in their cool-
ers and show off to their buddies. As
long as fifteen-inch speckled trout
are easy enough to catch on their
oversize tackle, and succumb in
enough numbers for display in their
coolers, bait and lure fishermen will
continue to target trout and stay
away from my beloved redfish. 

There are probably only a handful
of other fly fishers and a few lure
fishermen who specifically pursue
redfish on the bay and that’s just fine
with me. As I pointed out in a previ-
ous article, on the upper Texas coast,
redfish tend to inhabit distinctly dif-
ferent areas than trout, usually in
much more shallow, reed and oyster
lined mud flats and back lakes.

Shallow and often impenetrably
muddy with numerous snags, these
areas are tough to fish with lures,
and almost impossible with bait, but
are perfect for fly fishing. It affords
me plenty of privacy and lots of red-
fish. I am not bothered by pressured
fish, crowds, or thoughtless idiots
who run their boats onto flats where
others are fishing.

If speckled trout are your thing,
you will just about have be the first
one on the water in the morning or
better, fish at night during the hot-
ter months. Fish as close as possible
to the high tide, whether you have
to stay up late or get up early. A reli-
able friend of mine (one of the few)
tells me that he catches his best fish
before daylight. He likes to be on
the water by 4:00 a.m.! For those of
you crazy enough to do this, try
throwing poppers or large bushy flies
with rattles into the night, on flats
or over shallow reefs. Keep one of
those miner flashlights strapped to
your head but only turn it on when
you absolutely must. Large redfish
also will feed at night, especially
along the shorelines near passes or
deeper parts of the bay. Make sure
you have some strong leader if you
fish these shorelines at night. Even
during the day, I use twelve-pound
hard Mason with a loop knot to my
fly because almost every redfish of
decent size will rush straight into
the reeds. If you want to land them,
you have to bear down and your
leader has to be able to withstand
considerable abrasion from the reeds
and oysters. Other friends of mine
use fluorocarbon or monofilament
tied directly to the fly and some
catch the heck out of the redfish. So
my advice? Whatever works for you.

Lately I haven’t been able to fish
the bay as much as I’d like to,
because most of the folks I guide

have wanted to go offshore. I can’t
say I blame them. With manageable
winds and calm seas, offshore sum-
mer fishing can be dynamite. A few
weeks ago I put a couple of guys
onto twenty-two ling on poppers,
with three break-offs from very large
fish. They caught a few other species
of fish too. I can’t tell you how much
fun that was but consider this: Both
of them were new to fly fishing.
Ling are by no means the only game
in town offshore. As I write, huge
tripletail are hanging out directly
under weed lines, of which there are
plenty, and while I haven’t seen that
many dorado yet, they have to be out
there, as are Spanish and king mack-
erel, bonito, jackfish, red snapper
and so on. Offshore fishing should
remain excellent through September
and beyond, barring severe storms.

Tarpon should also be passing this
way through September. Few people
try to catch them on flies along the
upper Texas Coast, perhaps because
of their huge size and offshore loca-
tion, but it can be done. I have
jumped a few but really seldom tar-
get them because very few guests
want to go after them when the odds
are so much better on other offshore
fish. Catching and releasing an upper
coast tarpon that will likely well
exceed one hundred pounds is a feat
of a life time. Personally, I think it’s
worth the time and effort. Maybe a
combined tarpon/bull red fishing
trip will turn someone on. 

In late August and through
September, huge schools of bull reds
will form just offshore for their
annual spawning ritual. It is a site to
behold. Any fly thrown into a school
will be snapped up immediately. If
you've ever dreamed of a forty-pound
redfish on your fly rod, give me a
call. I'll tell you, your biggest prob-
lem will not be hooking one. 

NEAR TOWNNEAR TOWN

Saltwater
Fly Fishing

by Captain Chris Phillips
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If any of you do catch a bull red,
please revive it and let it go. If it's
very big, it's most likely a female.
Every bull red counts if we are to
maintain healthy fishery. I do not
count on the restocking program
alone to solve the problem of
increased fishing pressure in the
future. I am one of many who is con-
cerned that it may create long term
problems with loss of genetic diver-
sity to the point where we will have
to rely completely on stocking for
our redfish. One in five caught
presently are stocked. Perhaps this
ratio is sufficient to ensure sufficient
genetic variation within a population
as the Parks and Wildlife claim. But
what if this ratio continues to change
to say, one in two or worse? I admit
that I am no expert on fish genetics
but as I understand it, the science
itself is still in its infancy. Simply
put, I fear that redfish can suffer
from the same problems that follow
inbreeding in other animals or have
the same stocking problems that
have arisen everywhere else. Maybe
I’m wrong and maybe the Parks and
Wildlife have Mother Nature beat
this time. I hope so. Unfortunately,
most of us may be dead and gone
before we find out. 

The only sure fire way to ensure the
long term health of redfish along this
coast is a multi-faceted approach. We
must protect the bay ecosystems for
natural reproduction and survival of
larval and baby redfish, both stocked
and wild. To do this, we must control
point and especially non-point source
pollution such agricultural runoff
that leads to siltation and eutrophica-
tion. If the current dead zone off the
mouth of the Mississippi all the way
to Texas (the size of the state of
Massachusetts) is not enough to con-
vince us, then what will? All the
stocking in the world will not help if

we enter an era of increased water
temperatures and continued agricul-
tural runoff contaminated with silt
and fertilizer. We must control loss of
true wetland habitat, siltation, com-
mercial and recreational over harvest-
ing of redfish and their forage or food
sources. Above all, we must get most
of the shrimpers out of the bays. 

Let me say that our Parks and
Wildlife are good-hearted and well-
intentioned bunch. They deserve our
support. Unfortunately, many of our
game laws and environmental deci-
sions are based less on sound science
than political pressure. Remember
that the Parks and Wildlife is sub-
ject to the funding whims of those in
power. Like the Federal Parks
System, they are quite capable of
funding themselves, taking in more
money than they spend, but they
must subsist on a budget given to
them. If you think this does not
influence decision making, then I
have a bridge in Brooklyn to sell
you. Politicians will never let go of
the purse strings or the reins of
power. If we want to be heard, we
will have to be loud.

Recreational fisherman can help by
continuing to limit their recreational
harvest of redfish within the slot
limit as we have done. We should
also limit our harvest of other fish.
The reason fish populations around
the world are in trouble is simple:
Greed. We accuse the commercial
fishermen of taking more than their
fair share and destroying fisheries, yet
there is no denying that too many of
us have similar motives. Hypocrisy
will not ensure the long term health
our coastal waters and its species.
Nor will it create the excellent fish-
ing we all seek. Today it looks as if
we have licked the commercial fin-
fish lobby for the time being. We
have even stopped some of the point

source pollution but many problems
remain. There is no rest. 

If we are to continue hold the
higher moral ground as custodians of
our coastal ecosystems, we should
always keep an eye on ourselves. If
we lose our moral focus, then we
become just another whining group
competing over scarce resources. I
think everyone should be allowed to
keep a few fish for the table, but I do
not support greed. 

Unfortunately it seems as if the
voices of the greediest of the recre-
ational fishermen and guides drown
the rest of us out. They would have
us believe that the future of our
sport can only be ensured by allow-
ing us to kill as many fish as possi-
ble, and if nature can't provide us
with how many fish they think they
or their clients "need," then we'll
just have to help nature along,
regardless of the costs and conse-
quences. Such a myopic focus always
precedes disaster. Thank goodness
this is no longer the philosophy
everywhere, or we would have no
pristine rivers and wild trout. If we
teach our children this kind of greed,
we will lose the moral ground and
the future of recreational fishing will
be dismal indeed. Anyway, that’s
what I think.

Tight Lines and Screaming Reels,

Chris

Captain Chris Phillips is a Galveston Bay

and offshore fly fishing guide and can be

reached at 1-409-935-0208, or come and

see him at Westbank Anglers, usually on

Monday, Tuesday and Thursday for free

advice on equipment, flies, destinations or if

you just want to talk fishing. Westbank's

new location is on the corner of South Post

Oak and San Felipe, tel. 713 961-3474.
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It was wild and wet at the Texas
Flyfishers Saltwater One Fly
Tournament in Port O'Connor in late
July. Earlier in the week prospects
were promising for light wind and
sun. The sun was abundant all right,
but the wind was blowing at gale
force for fly fishermen. To make mat-
ters particularly interesting, the bay
was awash with fresh water from the
recent floods from San Antonio to
the south-central coastal counties.
The San Antonio and Guadalupe
Rivers virtually collide as they pour
into San Antonio Bay. But fishermen
of the fly are a resilient lot and they
wade on.

For most, the day began at 6:00
a.m. The competitive spirit hung in
the air like a dense fog, causing one
to believe the old adage, "you could
cut it with a knife." The contestants
stealthily sprinted in various direc-
tions in attempts to hide their covet-
ed spots. From Pringle Lake to the
far reaches of south Green's Bayou in
Matagorda Bay they went, looking,
hunting, stalking.

In the end it was futile for most.
A few lucky ones caught fish. Any
fish would do. Mike Eberhard
reported a modest catch of . . . ,
come to think of it he did not
declare his modest catch. We did,
however, learn of his wife, Suzanne's,

catch of a fifty-three-inch king
mackerel in the bay the day before.
Scott Fossom laid claim to four reds
totaling seventy-two inches. His
partner A.T. Ross, who is about
seven feet tall, neither confirmed nor
denied Scott’s claim. No one else
managed to report anything close
and Scott was declared the winner. 

The turnout was excellent this
year. Aside from Scott and A.T.,
Rick Rawls fished with Jerry Loring,
Bruce Heiburg fished with Mike
Eberhard’s friend Steve Young, Ed
Hogan fished with me; and Mike
Eberhard fished with his lovely wife
Suzanne. Corey Rich and his lovely
wife Tira Overstreet had the good
sense to remain ashore, but hosted
the group for the post-competition
festivities at their Port O'Connor
swankienda.

Westbank Anglers Houston
1704 Post Oak Blvd.
Houston, TX 77056 

713.961.3474 
Fax 713.961.3478

Orvis Houston
5848 Westheimer Rd.,
Houston, TX, 77057

713-783-2111

THE SALTY FLY CHRONICLES
By David Murrell

Saltwater One Fly
Tournament 2002

There he stands,
draped in more

equipment than a
telephone lineman,

trying to outwit
an organism with
a brain no bigger

than a breadcrumb,
and getting licked

in the process. 

Paul O'Neil
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By Ed Hogan

I'd had two dry runs to the coast this
year and I asked myself where I was
going wrong? Absolutely nothing
seen or caught, no redfish or trout. It
wasn’t a matter of them being there
and not taking anything; I just didn’t
see anything. Were they there and I
couldn’t see them? After all, it had
been six months since I had been salt-
water fishing. Maybe my eyes needed
to get “sharpened” from freshwater
conditions. I asked myself these ques-
tions. But, two fruitless trips made me
more determined that this time was
going to be different. Third time’s the
charm, right? 

It looked like everything was falling
into place. There was no moon, there
was a strong incoming tide and, as it
turns out, there were calm winds that
morning. So, with great anticipation,
we unloaded the kayaks from the roof
racks and loaded with gear and maps.
Our carefully chosen location was the
Lighthouse Trails near Port Aransas. It
was 7:30 a.m., and the orange sun was
showing herself. The game plan, care-
fully thought out, consisted of return-
ing to a broad flat we had discovered
too late in the day on the last trip. 

Kayaks in the water and plans in
mind, Bruce Heiberg and I proceeded
across the channel and started into
the trails. With no wind, we could
see every movement in the water and,
as usual, mullet were everywhere. As
we paddled the kayaks, mullet would
scurry in all directions causing the
glass-smooth water to distort into
ripples. About ten minutes into the
trip I saw a small cove that looked
like a good spot to cast, so I tried it.
The sun was still low on the horizon

and any sight casting was out of the
question. I would just have to see
which spots “looked good” and try
some blind casting ‘til the sun got
overhead. About the third cast of the
day, Corey’s little black fly (he
showed us how to tie it at a recent
meeting) got hung up. As I gently
pulled to get it loose, I heard a loud
snap coincident with the immediate
release of pressure. My two-piece
eight-weight rod had just been
changed to a three-piece. Was this an
indication of how the day was going
to go? Orvis, here I come. 

Fortunately, being the engineer that
I am, I had brought along a spare
four-piece five-weight. It wasn’t ideal,
but it would work. With a quick
change and returning to Corey’s black
fly (I finally had to go and retreive it),
I was back in business. So, on to the
flats. Bruce then suggested we change
our plans and go to the channel
instead of the flats since we couldn’t
sight cast until about noon. Being the
obliging partner, I agreed, but in the
back of my mind I was remembering
that Tom Landry would never change
the game plan in the middle of the
game. Nevertheless, instead of turning
left, we turned right and headed
toward the channel. 

Again, the mullet were scurrying
everywhere causing wakes to go in all
directions. For some reason, mullet
activity in still water gives me hope. I
don’t know why. As we paddled along,
the mullet activity was prolific, but
then I noticed a different kind of wake
and said to Bruce: “That was a red-
fish.” Knowing that I couldn’t see the
fish because we were paddling directly
into the annoying glare of the sun, he
looked at me and gave me that stare of

disbelief. We kept paddling, and,
again, I saw another “redfish” wake,
and made the same announcement.
Again, no comment. I saw another
and another. Finally I said, “I’m going
to try here for a minute.” So, slowing
my paddling down to a creep I criti-
cally analyzed each departing wake. 

Finally, there’s one! Ah, he stopped.
Now let’s get within casting distance.
With Corey’s little black fly on, I put
it in front of him and started strip-
ping. Oh, he’s following it! That tell-
tale wake (a broad smooth wake ver-
sus a sharp pointed one) was behind
the fly, but he didn’t take it and now
he’s gone. There’s another wake over
there. Again, he only followed it.
Okay, what do I do now? The redfish
are here but they’re being selective.
I’ve had this happen before, so let’s do
what I did then. Turn to ‘ol trusty,
the mylar spoon. Ah, there’s another
telltale wake over there. With some
reservation and anticipation, I slowly
floated over to where the wake
stopped and put it on target. Boom!!
That guy didn’t hesitate. Immediately
the five-weight was releasing line. It
was a nice, not large, but rewarding
twenty-inch redfish. This happened
four more times, all within about
thirty minutes. Then they disap-
peared. Nice day so far. Bruce wanted
to know how I did that and I said,
“The wake makes a difference.” 

We proceeded on and eventually
got to the flats in our game plan.
We saw fish but didn’t catch any
more. Even so, the third time was
the charm. And the wake does make
a difference.

The Wake Makes a Difference
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(In a previous issue, Switzer reported on
the first three adventure-filled days of his
trip. He continues... Ed.)

On the fourth day of our trip to
Dillion, Montana, we fished part of
the same lower section of the
Beaverhead river, after the irrigation
diversion near town. Unwittingly,
months earlier we had booked access
on a private ranch that encompassed
several miles of the river. We could
have fished the same water for free by
floating it in our inflatables. Montana
has great stream access laws. On any
navigable river, a fisherman can walk
in the water and stream banks up to
the snow melt high water mark.
Ironically, some of the best waters are
those closest to towns in the lower sec-
tions of the rivers. The lower sections
are easily floated in the type of inflata-
bles that cost under a hundred bucks,
float two people and can be thrown on
a plane in a duffle bag. Consider that
guides cost $350.00 for an eight or
nine hour day, without the tip. In
your own craft, you can stay as long as
you want, even until the witching
hour (evening rise) if you know the
duration of the float. 

We managed very well for the entire
trip with just a few types of nymphs,
with bead-head pheasant tail and
bead-head prince nymphs being the
top two producers, in either order. We
also had success on bead-head brassy
nymphs and bead-head hare’s ears.
Nymphs were generally used two at a
time, in different combinations, some-
times with a rubber-legged nymph as
a first fly "attractor." Frankly, any two
of the above named nymphs in tan-

dem was as good as another. Size
seemed more important, with # 14
and # 16 the top producers, but I kept
around a few # 18s in case the fish
were fussy. 

The dry fly selection varied accord-
ing to who you talked to, but we
witnessed many different hatches in
various sizes. At any time, from two
to ten or more different varieties,
size and color of caddis, mayflies and
stoneflies seemed to be hatching.
The fish seemed more opportunistic
than choosy, and would strike any of
a range of flies that floated by if pre-
sented correctly without drag. I
would not go without # 14 to # 16
PMDs, elk hair caddis, yellow Sallies
(or some other smallish stonefly pat-
tern), stimulators, yellow humpies
and blue-winged olives. Take a
bunch because the fish will ruin
many of them. Don’t forget a good
selection of emergers either, especial-
ly for any of the local lakes or private
ponds but also on the rivers. Hang
them about eighteen inches under
your dry fly if you suspect the fish
are taking emergers.

Anyway, back to the fishing. The
private stretch also had a ten-acre lake
filled with large trout. After driving
onto the ranch, we hopped out of the
cars to take a quick look at the lake
water. A huge brown trout, probably
eight to ten pounds, swam languidly
by about twenty feet from us. Another
trout rose on the surface near by. We
raced back to the car and assembled
our rods as fast as our trembling fin-
gers would allow. As if someone
turned a switch on, the wind began to
howl before I took my first cast. Chris

Lyndrup did mange to catch a fat
twenty-inch rainbow and the rest of us
had some takes, but we soon gave up
on the exposed pond and retreated to
the river, deciding to float the ranch
section in our inflatables. However,
even on the river, the wind was so
strong that it occasionally blew our fly
lines (with split shot) right out of the
water. At one point, the wind blew
the canoe back upriver against the
current. Dry fly fishing seemed out of
the question. We still managed to
catch a few fish even in those atrocious
conditions, a testimony to the bounty
of this river. 

In the early afternoon Michael and I
pulled the Yellow Banana (our inflat-
able canoe) ashore near an area we had
caught fish the previous day on dry
flies. As we climbed out of the canoe,
we saw a fish rising on the slip-off or
deposition bank, the shallow, muddy,
weed-filled side of the river bend,
directly in front of us on the same side
of the river. The wind howled into our
face, making any type of cast almost
impossible. I grabbed my four-weight
and belly-crawled up to the area of the
pool where the fish had last risen. Half
a dozen trout lay in six inches to a foot
of wind-whipped of water, within
twenty feet of me. 

The fish were quite visible, but
seemed unaware of me. As I stripped a
few feet of line from my reel, another
trout rose in the chop within a rod
length away. Lying on my side in the
mud, I pondered the situation. Any
movement would spook him. If he
saw my rod or my fly line, that would
be the last we saw of him and maybe
all the other trout in the shallows.
After a moment’s thought, I made the
only cast possible, a side arm reach
cast, keeping my rod low and out of
sight. The fly flicked out into the
wind, just beyond the trout, floating

Bounty on the Beaverhead
(Part Two) by Greg Switzer
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back towards him. He rose and sucked
it deep into his hooked-jaw mouth
(yes, I was that close that I could dis-
tinguish his kype or jaw-end so dis-
tinctive in male brown trout). I lifted
my little rod. The big brown immedi-
ately went airborne, jumping five feet
into the air and snapping my tippet. 

After a few words not considered
polite in some circles, Michael and I
exchanged grins. He began assem-
bling his dry fly rod while I tied on
more tippet and another dry fly.
Michael crawled into position and
took his turn at the rising trout as I
directed my concentration towards my
fly box. Within a second, a bad word,
the big one, pierced through the gale.
The wind had blown his first back
cast into a willow bush and then made
a leader ball out of his dangling fly.
Out of commission for the time being,
he graciously motioned me back to
the water and grabbed his camera
from the dry bag. Before he could take
a picture of me lying in the mud, I
had a sixteen-inch brown on the end
of my line. This time I won. After the
fish was released, Michael took his
turn, only to repeat his fight with the
willow bush. He gave up in disgust. I
caught two more decent fish, eight-
een- and nineteen-inch browns, and
missed two others before the fish got
the message. 

We caught more fish on the nymph
rods as we made our way down river.
Later in the day we stopped near some

cliffs. We found fish rising up against
the deep drop-off bank on the far side.
Michael presented his fly skillfully in
an extremely difficult circumstance,
through the wind and into swirling
currents that created almost immedi-
ate drag on the fly. Three or four fish
later, including a couple of handsome
nineteen-inch browns, he exhausted
the rise. He also lost a rainbow of
undetermined length, but judging by
the battle and his screaming drag,
well in excess of twenty inches. Not
quite on my game, I managed only a
couple of sixteen-inchers in the same
area. After completing the float, we
tried the lake again that evening. The
wind slowed to a dull roar and then,
miraculously, died altogether just
before dark, again as if someone had
flipped a switch. The pond came alive.
Huge fish rose steadily but frustrated
most of our attempts. Erin and Chris
did manage to catch a couple more fat
twenty-inch rainbows, with Erin
breaking off a couple more nice fish as
well on midge patterns. When it was
too late and almost dark, we figured
out that they were hitting emergers.
Unfortunately, no one thought to
hang an emerger under our dry flies.
Oh well, lesson learned. 

Our final float was down the same
section we had fished two days earlier.
High pressure and a blue bird cloud-
less sky seemed to keep the fish from
rising for most of the day. It didn’t
seem to stop them from eating our

nymphs, though. Before noon, my
friend and I caught and released at
least half a dozen nice browns each as
well as a few monster "Montana
bones" (whitefish) in the four to five
pound range. Both of us had been bro-
ken off several times by trout in excess
of twenty inches and had released a
few small trout, too, and even had a
few "doubles" (both had fish on at the
same time). 

Michael lost the fish of the trip
when it tangled itself up on a sub-
merged branch at the end of a pro-
longed battle. At least we got a good
look at it before the tippet broke – a
beautiful brown about twenty-four
inches or so in length. Next year we
will bring an ample supply of 4X tip-
pet. Neither of us brought anything
stronger than 5X. The fish did not
appear to be at all leader shy and
while some may consider using heav-
ier tippet less sporting, we often found
ourselves losing fish to break-offs, and
perhaps more disturbing, having to
thoroughly exhaust the fish before
bringing them in to remove the fly. 

Despite the many break-offs and
occasional cussing, we landed plenty
on our final day of fishing. Again the
wind blew strongly in the afternoon,
but we found some rising trout in
shallow riffle water in the early
evening, and caught several including
one twenty- and another twenty-two-
inch brown trout on dry files, with
Continued on Page 10

KARANKAWAY IS FOR SALE
Eliot Tucker, former president of the Club, is buying a new boat and selling a classic. Karankaway, a Dolphin Backcountry 16-foot
Florida Keys bonefish skiff, was one of the first such boats on the Texas coast. Countless redfish and not a few trout have
crossed its gunnels. Some say the boat can find fish on its own. The boat is old and wily but its 70 hp Johnson and roll-on roll-
off trailer with electric winch are relatively new. Included in the $10,000 price are a push pole, VHS radio and antenna, poling
platform, pole gripper, anchor, automatic bilge pump, center console, vented installed 27 gal. gas tank which levels the boat if
you are poling alone, and more. The boat itself weighs 500 lbs. and poles sweetly and quietly. The boat is great for fishing Port
O'Connor and Port Aransas, but would not do well on a rough day in Galveston Bay, due to its low freeboard design.

The boat is available November 1st, but will be fishing with Eliot until then. Call him at 713-228-1521 to see the boat.
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The Best in Kayaks,
canoes, outdoor clothing,

travel gear and fly fishing equipment

5808 S. Rice Ave
Houston, Texas 77081

The Complete Fly Shop at Cut Rate Fishing Tackle
8933 Katy Freeway • Houston, Texas 77024• (713)827-7762

12800 Gulf Freeway • Houston, Texas 77034 • (281) 481-6838

CUTT SLAM Continued from Page 3
do some reconnaissance and if she felt
it unsafe to stay in the meadow, she
would notify us. We did not see her
again. Nor did I see the bears. Ben
did later in the day. They were
approximately 1/8 mile from me,
near the elk carcass.

For those who have never been in
the meadows, it is something else
again to see fourteen- to twenty-plus-

inch fish laying everywhere. They can
be easy or difficult. On this day I felt
like a used car salesman – a lot of
lookers but only two takers, a twenty-
inch fish on a black foam beetle and a
seventeen-inch fish on a Light Cahill.

I now have to submit my photos
and local info to the Wyoming Game
and Fish Commission in hopes of
receiving their Cutt Slam Certificate.
My only regret is that we did not
think about adding the fifth form to

our quest list until we were ready to
leave the Park, too late to correct the
situation.

On our way back to Laramie we
fished the upper Clarks Fork of the
Yellowstone and had a grand time.
We caught a lot of small rainbows in
this river. What the fish lacked in size
the stream made up for with its beau-
ty – a fitting finale to our trip.

Bounty Continued from Page 9
many missed strikes. It's amazing
how many different stretches of water
on the river actually hold trout. We
had verbally dismissed this stretch of
riffle water just an hour earlier after
floating through for the third time
without stopping. That final evening
I discovered it quite by accident after
wading upstream to try a narrow
channel I had seen while floating by. I
was hoping to catch the last trout or
two of the trip on my nymph rod
because no fish were rising on the cliff
side where we had hammered them
the day before. 

After hooking and losing a couple in
the nymphing seam, my attention was
distracted by a trout coming out of
the water in the middle of a wide,

shallow riffle bed upstream. I
exchanged the five-weight for my lit-
tle four-weight dry fly rod and moved
upstream. The riffle water teemed
with feeding trout but was tough to
fish with a dry fly. Swift water created
a drag on the fly with less than a two-
second drift. Two seconds must have
been long enough. I caught a sixteen-
and a beautiful twenty-inch brown by
the time Michael showed up from
downstream to tell me that it was
time to go. After seeing the rising fish
for himself, we agreed that we should
stay on another ten minutes or so,
being our last day and all. Fate proved
our decision wise. Michael caught the
largest brown of the day, a magnifi-
cent twenty-two to twenty-three-inch-
long fat-bellied fish just minutes after
he had told me it was time to leave. I

did catch another sixteen-inch trout
further downstream on some more rif-
fle water on the way back to the take-
out, but it was rising in front of me
and I just couldn't help it.

The waters around Dillion,
Montana, have some sort of magnetic
allure for us. Chris and Erin both
announced unprompted that we can
count them in should we come back
next year. Michael and I tossed around
planning next year’s trip to a new
locale, but soon found ourselves talk-
ing about the Beaverhead and the
Bighole, and how we could make next
year’s trip even more perfect, if that’s
possible. There is so much more to
explore there. We have barely
scratched the surface and there are just
so many big fish...
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WINDKNOTS INFO

The Texas Flyfishers monthly
newsletter needs your help.
Otherwise, we’ll run out of

material to print.

Please send your photos,
artwork and graphic materials to

publisher Greg Rhodes at
gregr@pegasusdesign.com.

Send articles to editor
Corey Rich, email:

corey.rich@aya.yale.edu or
fax at 713-864-1292.

All articles, photographs and
newsworthy events are appreciat-
ed. If you know of any upcoming
events other members might be

interested in please let us know so
we can keep them informed.

Information and articles should be
submitted before the second week

of each month.

WEBSITE INFO

Please send your pictures, ideas,
links, etc... to the TFF webmaster

e-mail address listed on the
web page at:

http://www.texasflyfishers.org

Norbert Burch
TFF Webmaster

Attention:

Previous issues of the Windknots
publication are now posted online
in PDF format for downloading

and viewing. Each new
Windknots will be posted imme-

diately following it’s release.
Please keep this in mind if you

don’t recieve an issue!
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